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FOREWORD.
In beginning this series of articles

little is required in the way of an intro-

ductory note for the title is lucid

enough. I may, however, point out that

these articles are written solely for the

guidance of the general collector, in

which category, of course, all our





authorities were in a position to pro-
ceed with the manufacture of suitable

labels. It was decided to issue four

values Ikr, 3kr, 6kr, and 9kr and Mr.
C. Naumann, of Frankfort, was com-
missioned to engrave the dies while the





price at which they would undertake
the work. With each specification a

carefully executed drawing of the pro-
posed design







Reference List.

1868. No watermark. Perf. 10.

21. Ikr green, Scott's No. 26.
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,kr rose, Scott's No.



(Baireuth), rose into importance
through the transit of Italian trade

northwards, and again declined owing
to the development of sea-borne



















markstampsareofextralargesizeandshowaportraitoftheagedRegentlook-ingtoright.Intm







Reference List.

1862. Type-set. Silkthread in paper. Imperf.

95. 3kr black, Scott's No. 101.

1871. Typographed. Wmk. crossed lines.[ypographed
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Much has been made of the so-called

secret marks of the stamps of Bergedorf.
They are really guide dots made by the

lithographer to assist him in the correct

drawing of his designs. But though ac-

cidental varieties, inasmuch as they were
not intended to form a part of the origi-
nal designs, they are of considerable

importance to philatelists for they





ten rows of eight. The transfer block

used in making the lithographic stone

consisted of eight impressions in two

horizontal rows of fourrows





BREMEN.

The town of Bremen owes its origin
to a bishopric founded in 788 by Charle-

magne. Tiring of the episcopal yoke it

joined the Hanseatic league in the thir-

tei8m-

thscleagueaof















intaglio, from which a mechanical
workman made a punch in steel; and
if four values were required, he, with
the aid of the punch, sank the central

design on four steel dies, on which
the engraver subsequently added the

border and the proper inscriptions.
Were envelopes alone wanted, the pro-
cess
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These stamps were manufactured by
Th. G. Meissner, of Hamburg and it is

probable the die was engraved by J.



As the majority of Hamburg stamps
are rarer used than unused, genuine

stamps with counterfeit postmarks are

by no means



Hanover is the headquarters of the

10th German Army Corps, and is an

important







THE FIFTH ISSUE.

The currency was revised on October

1st, 1858, the thaler, which had previous-

ly been divided into 24 gutengroschen of

12 pfennig each, being now composed
of 30 silbergroschen of 10 pfennig each.

At the same time the 1 gutengroschen
was withdrawn from circulation and the

rate of postage for inland single letters

was altered to 1 groschen.
A









stamps were manufactured by H. G.

Rahtgens, a printer engaged in business
in Lubeck. The method employed was
lithography and





the demand for this- was somewhat ur-

gent it was decided to produce it m6allyo

thrs
tan-





thus be seen that there was considerable

necessity for a 2 schilling stamp but a

label of this value was



THE



The price paid for the lot was $75.00
and the purchaser offered them whole-
sale at the following rates :

Isch (4/4) red, $2.40 per 100.
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words at the bottom. In the centre, at

each side, numerals of value are shown
on small uncolored ovals.

The







The despatching office will be lined

five times the amount of any not suffi-

ciently obliterated stamp.

The "dies" referred to above are the

cancellation stamps.
The same design served for all three

values and this has a strong resemblance
to that adopted for the first issue of
Hanover. Writing in the Stamp Collec-
tor's Magazine in 1874 with regard to

these stamps Mr. Overy Taylor said,
"The early issues of Oldenburg are

fortiforandTysevare









Shades of all values may be found.
These stamps were withdrawn from use

on January 1st, 1868, when Oldenburg
joined



stitution. Simultaneously war broke out
with Denmark over the Schleswig-
Holstein question ;

and Frederick Wil-
liam in 1849 tried to unite the German
states under the leadership of Prussia.

This attempt to seize the foremost place
in Germany was at







for this value and the stamps were is-

sued imperforate like the series of 1850.

Reference List.

1856. Wmk. Laurel



both figures and words, separately en-

graved for each value of the series. The
shape of the letters and figures













l/2 , 1, 2, and 3 neugroschen showing a

profile portrait of Frederic Augustus
II. King Frederic died on August 9,

1854, and was succeeded by his brother

John. Steps were at once taken to pro-
vide new stamps and





there is no knowing to what price this

variety may yet be forced.

Few stamps have been so extensively
counterfeited as this 3 pfennige, one
writer alone admitting the possession of
no less than

havetntige,
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of the principal clauses in the act of

succession was "that these two coun-
tries should be undiyiedtewicheugedeelt).ethe

wasdefclaus9n













In September, 1865, another addition
to the set was made a 4sch stamp being
issued as representing the 3

silbergrps-
chen rate within the German Austrian
Postal Union. This is similar in de-

sign to the l^sch and shows the value







"Dickinson" paper employed in Great
Britain. In June, 1858, the stamps be-

gan to appear on plain white wove paper,





20 ii r H r m b erg.

crcnce List.

1851-52. Imperf.

1. Ikr black on buff, Scott's No. 1.

L'. :;kr black on yellow, Scott's No. 2 or 3.

:;. t;kr black on green, Scott's No. 4 or 4a.

4.

black

r

buff,Scott'sNo.green,Ikr
black

or buff,

:;. or

green,

4.on







wereexhausted.Theactualdateofis-sueofthesevaluesisvaere
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